A winning team
Community transport triumphs at the Rugby World Cup

A shared vision of inclusiveness
The London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games were
groundbreaking in terms of being the most accessible Games
ever, and the legacy of these Games has resulted in a shift in
the landscape for accessibility at major sporting events in this
country. At ECT, we feel privileged to have led the remarkable
collaboration of 24 community transport operators to deliver
London 2012’s Accessible Shuttle service. More recently, we
were delighted to be involved with the planning and delivery
during 2015 of an accessible shuttle service for all Rugby World
Cup games at Twickenham and the Olympic Park – the third
largest sporting event in the world.
Since the Rugby World Cup has drawn to a close, we have had
some time to reflect on the tournament and the role that ECT and
our partners were honoured to have played. From hearing the
wonderful personal stories of many of our passengers, to looking
through the event’s statistics on accessible transport, it is clear
that we have been part of something very special indeed.
Even where spectators were able to make their journey using
public transport, they often arrived at the stadiums’ stations
already fatigued, and the final long walk to the grounds – “the
last mile” – was often an insurmountable hurdle. For others, their
needs were such that travelling by mainstream public transport to
the event was not possible.

One of the biggest priorities for the community transport sector
is inclusion and accessibility for all members of our communities.
Often, it is those first or last few steps that make a journey
difficult or impossible for those with reduced mobility, which is
why there is a large and growing demand for the door-to-door
services that community transport operators provide.
It was truly rewarding working with the Rugby World Cup
organiser, England Rugby 2015, to ensure that all matches were
accessible to all spectators, including those with disabilities that
are not immediately apparent. We thank them for their vision and
commitment to making 2015's Rugby World Cup so accessible.
With over 11,000 passenger trips made on accessible shuttles
to the stadiums at Twickenham and the Olympic Park over the
course of the tournament, there were many happy and relieved
supporters who agree.
The London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, Invictus
Games 2014 and 2015 Rugby World Cup have committed to, and
delivered, accessibility for all their spectators, and our hope is
that this continues such that all major sporting tournaments and
special events in the future share this vision of inclusiveness.
Anna Whitty
Chief Executive, ECT Charity, February 2016

“Your team and your services
were a genuine differentiator for
this tournament and I am hugely
grateful for the professionalism
and dogged determination
you guys put into making sure
everyone understood what was
needed and then delivered
against it.”
Mick Wright, Head of Tournament Services
England Rugby 2015
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The Rugby World Cup At a Glance
6 weeks, 18 games, 6 operators, 662 wheelchair users and 11, 000+ passenger trips
What did accessible transport for the Rugby World Cup involve?
In early 2015, ECT was tasked by England Rugby 2015 to advise
on accessibility matters at the event, as well as project manage
and deliver an accessible shuttle service for all games and test
events at Twickenham and the Olympic Park – 18 games in total.
For Twickenham, ECT provided a service across four routes
– Kempton Park Racecourse Park & Ride, A316 Coach Park,
Twickenham Station and Richmond Station. For the Olympic
Park there was one route – to and from Stratford Station.
On average, a little under 700 passengers were transported
by accessible shuttles at each match, with the number of
passengers increasing over the course of the tournament as
awareness for the service grew. Our busiest night was at the
World Cup Final itself when 977 passengers were transported
to and from Twickenham Stadium.
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The particular need for specialist accessible shuttles was
highlighted by the number of wheelchair users who travelled
with us. Over the course of the tournament, 662 wheelchair
users travelled to matches using our shuttle services. It was
particularly busy at the Olympic Park, where one night alone saw
76 wheelchair users travelling on our shuttles!

From beginning to end: passenger trip numbers on the first
and last days.
Twickenham Stadium
Total
passenger
trips

977

48

17

150
FIRST DAY

No. of
wheelchair
users

LAST DAY

FIRST DAY

LAST DAY

Olympic Park
Total
passenger
trips

770

345
FIRST DAY

No. of
wheelchair
users

76

8
LAST DAY

FIRST DAY

LAST DAY

“We are absolutely
delighted by the level
of service, flexibility and
tireless commitment by
the ECT team.“
Tom Legg, Head of Transport
England Rugby 2015

Tom Legg, Head of Transport England Rugby 2015 with Anna Whitty, Chief Executive ECT Charity
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A Game of Collaboration: Our Partner Operators
With such a large operation spread over six weeks, ECT
invited a number of community transport operators to get
involved in this project, and five answered the call: Hillingdon,
Merton, Tower Hamlets, Wandsworth and Westway.
The team of drivers and service coordinators from across
the six community transport operators worked seamlessly
together to ensure the event was a success. Their spirit of
collaboration and professionalism throughout the event was
critical to this triumph.

Playing such an important role in the tournament was very
rewarding for staff across all operators. Abdul Mrimou, a driver for
Westway Community Transport, spoke about his experience at
Twickenham: “The first Friday I worked on the World Cup, we saw
a gentleman on crutches struggling to get from the car park to the
stadium. When a colleague and I approached him and informed
him of the accessible transport service, he was so pleased
and amazed that we could bring him right up to the stadium.
Afterwards he said our assistance had made the game for him. It
is a great feeling to know you are really making a difference.”

MERTON
HILLINGDON
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WANDSWORTH

TOWER
HAMLETS

WESTWAY

“It is a great feeling to know you
are really making a difference”
Abdul Mrimou, driver for Westway Community Transport
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It’s All About Our Customers
Julia’s Journey
Often, the need for accessible transport and passenger
assistance is obvious – for example, for someone on crutches
or using a wheelchair. In other cases, the requirement for this
service may be less so apparent, for example, a person with a
hidden disability or a medical condition which prevents them
from being able to enjoy and engage in activities which many of
us take for granted. Julia Lock (pictured right) got in touch with
England Rugby 2015 and ECT to tell her story and is a classic
example of exactly this issue.
“I just wanted to say a very big THANK YOU to you and
your teams who provided the accessible minibuses from
Kempton Park Racecourse Park & Ride on Saturday.
“I was unfortunately suffering with severe asthma and had been
very worried about the walk to Twickenham as exercise
exacerbates it. I had not been aware of the availability of the
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golf carts from the parking spaces to the buses (or even the
accessible minibuses provided by you), so walked up slowly. I
noted a few other people in the same position – with walking
sticks, etc.
By the time I got to the bus area I was extremely wheezy.
One of your accessible minibus drivers invited us (my partner
and me) to hop on the minibus and reassured us that they
would get us very close to the ground. This was a life saver! I
managed to catch my breath a bit on the bus and we were
dropped off very close to the ground. On the way back we
waited no time for a return minibus and the drivers organised
for us to be dropped back to the car by one of the golf carts.
Everyone was incredibly lovely and welcoming. Your service
made my day, as without your help I would have been too
unwell to have enjoyed the game.”

“This was a life saver! Everyone was lovely
and welcoming. Your service made my day.”
Julia Lock, shuttle bus passenger
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Stefan’s Journey
Stefan King (pictured right) was a regular attendee of matches throughout
the Rugby World Cup and a frequent user of the shuttle service. Returning
from the Bronze Final at the Olympic Stadium, Stefan was our 10,000th
passenger carried over the course of the tournament.
For Stefan, the service was a lifeline. “As a disabled sports fan, a major
factor of attending any sporting event is transport; getting to and from
venues. Having the services of ECT on match day was brilliant as it took
away most of the anxiety of getting to the games. Every time I arrived at
the pickup point, I was greeted by very friendly staff who knew how to
deal with wheelchair passengers. Every ECT member of staff was very
courteous and helped the day get off to a great start.
“I was very impressed with ECT who, at every stage, enabled wheelchair
users a straightforward way of enjoying one of the most exciting
tournaments in the world. It was obvious that everyone knew what to
do and the whole operation went really well. I found the coordination
and regularity of shuttle buses very impressive.”
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“I found the coordination and regularity
of shuttle buses very impressive.”
Stefan King, shuttle bus passenger

Stefan King and Perry King catching the shuttle at Twickenham Stadium on the final day
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The View from Behind the Wheel
For hard-working drivers such as Trevor and Johnny, the camaraderie
amongst team members and customers was the big win
For Trevor King, a long-standing employee of ECT, the Rugby
World Cup proved to be an extremely rewarding experience: “I
have really enjoyed working on the games, it has been good fun
and there has always been a laugh and a joke on the bus, even
when England lost!”
Trevor was one of our most dedicated drivers who worked
tirelessly at most of the games. Trevor particularly relished
working with a team of people from different community
transport operators.
“It was thoroughly enjoyable working as part of a team and
with new colleagues from across London. Everybody pitched
in to give a really great experience for our customers.”
As one of the more experienced members of the team, Trevor
also helped with training new drivers. It was essential that
new drivers felt very comfortable with their route – once the
games started, everybody needed to know their role perfectly
as it could get extremely busy both on the road and with large
numbers of passengers.
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“Working as a team has been such an enjoyable experience,”
concludes Trevor. “Everyone pitches in and you naturally assist
other colleagues when needed, be it with advice and the latest
information on routes, or even in helping to load passengers and
secure wheelchair users when we are particularly busy.” Indeed,
the biggest question on Trevor’s mind now is what challenge
comes next.
Johnny Figueroa Rodriguez (pictured right) of Wandsworth
Community Transport was also a regular driver on match days
and was grateful to be part of the experience. “It has been a
really fantastic experience for me, being able to take spectators
to the matches. It is nice to see happy faces and to know you
have helped so many people. It can be tough, as you have to be
very focussed when it is so busy, but it has been very rewarding.
I have been with Wandsworth Community Transport for a long
time and it has been a terrific opportunity to be an ambassador
for my organisation.”

“It is nice to see happy faces and to know
you have helped so many people.”
Johnny
Figueroa
Rodriguez,
driver for Wandsworth Community Transport
Linda Bridges,
Trevor King
and Anna Whitty
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The Smooth Operators
Service co-ordinators Sharon and Malcolm were part of a 13-strong
team which focussed on efficiency and great customer service
A team of 13 service coordinators supported our 37 drivers
during the tournament. Service coordinators are ultimately
responsible for the smooth running of the route that they are
allocated to, and this responsibility ranges from looking after
waiting passengers (such as keeping them informed about the
service as well as looking after any particular needs they might
have), to helping to swiftly and efficiently load vehicles and
ensure that drivers have the correct instructions.
Sharon Renner of ECT worked as a service coordinator for
matches at Twickenham and clearly relished her role: “I have
really enjoyed the experience of working at the Rugby World Cup.
You get to see repeat passengers from previous weeks and get
to know them.
“Passengers have been overwhelmingly positive about how
fantastic the service has been and how grateful they are.
They have been telling me repeatedly about how efficiently
the shuttles are running and how friendly and well trained the
drivers are.”
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Malcolm Baker of Wandsworth Community Transport also
worked as a service coordinator and was a voice of experience,
having fulfilled the same role at London 2012. “My highlight was
overhearing a conversation where a customer told one of the
drivers that we are the best kept secret in the Rugby World Cup. I
really feel that we are part of something special and it is great to
feel so appreciated.”
Brenda Green, one of our regular passengers at the Olympic
Park wrote to us: “Malcolm met us at Stratford Station and
asked us if we would like transport to the stadium. I was
hesitant about using the accessible transport because of past
experiences with other groups. My hesitation was ill-founded
because the organisation was completely professional, the help
and assistance were excellent. I was greeted with smiles and
humour and the transportation onto and off your vehicles was
efficient and slick.”

“A customer told us that we are the best kept
secret in the Rugby World Cup. I really feel that
we are part of something special.”
Malcolm Baker, Service Coordinator, Wandsworth Community Transport

Anna with Diane, Cynthia, Vernon, Malcolm, David, Mick, Kim, Bill and Shaun from ECT
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A First Timer’s Experience
For Eimear Toomey, who joined ECT as part of a leadership training
programme, an 11th-hour invitation to be part of the Rugby World Cup
delivery team turned into an unforgettable chance to make a difference
“As an avid rugby fan and soon-to-be ECT
employee (as part of a social enterprise
leadership programme), I welcomed a surprise
late call to get involved and help at the Rugby
World Cup. With the opening ceremony at
Twickenham falling on my first day at ECT, I had a
slight sense of trepidation as I arrived at ECT’s depot for my
induction. However, I need not have worried!
As soon as I arrived, I was shepherded down a bewildering
path through the depot to ECT’s office and was greeted by a
whir of energy as project manager Diane Morgan gave me an
induction briefing and issued drivers with last minute instructions
and buses. From there, I was swiftly instructed to hop on one
of the convoy of green ECT buses to Twickenham before the
surrounding roads were closed.
Arriving at Kempton Park Racecourse in my green ECT chariot
was an experience in itself. Stepping off, I was faced with a team
20

of friendly and enthusiastic colleagues – all of whom seemed to
know exactly what to do, despite the fact that this was the
opening night.
Diane then issued instructions to the team and ensured everyone
had their training and briefing for their individual roles. I was
appointed Service Controller at Twickenham Stadium and my
responsibility was to meet passengers at the stadium and return
them to Kempton Park and the temporary coach park formerly
known as the A316. So off I went up the A316, ably chauffeured
by ECT’s driver Trevor.
At this point I still didn’t quite know how the night would go as I
waited for the first shuttle with passengers to arrive. I didn’t
have to wait long as soon Derek, an ECT driver with a wealth of
experience, arrived with a shuttle full of passengers, many of
whom were amazed and delighted that help was at hand for them.
Swiftly, the trickle of passengers turned into a fast flowing river of
happy rugby fans all looking forward to the game.
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Once the fast flow turned back to a trickle, we thought
that everyone was in the stadium. However, suddenly, a
last minute shuttle arrived and out stepped the former
head of the Rugby Football Union who had been stuck
on the M3 for hours due to an accident. He and his wife
were dangerously close to missing the start of the opening
night, but the shuttle delivered them in time. They became
dedicated and hugely appreciative users of the shuttle
service throughout the tournament.
Once the final whistle went, it was all hands on deck. The
next hour and a half was full on, and involved ensuring
that everyone was looked after and got on the correct
shuttle as swiftly and safely as possible, and that those
who were waiting but had difficulty standing were
provided with a seat.
I swiftly realised the huge value that experienced drivers
such as Trevor, Shaun, Heidi and Derek added to the
evening as they assisted with getting the service moving as
quickly as possible and looked after every passenger with
such care, respect and enthusiasm.
By the end of the night, I felt like I had been through a
joyful hurricane of an experience executed with Diane’s
military precision and couldn’t wait for the next night.
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Thankfully, the team agreed that I had done a decent job for
an ECT first-timer so I got to join the team working on three
further events.

“I enjoyed meeting fans from
different nationalities, who
are always appreciative of
our services.”
Shaun Byrne, driver and Coordinator for ECT

Personally, it couldn’t have been a better introduction
both to the world of accessible transport and to the ECT
team. From talking to the passengers, I realised that
the need for accessible transport was so crucial that I
could see exactly why ECT have been campaigning hard
to help these passengers be heard, and why England
Rugby 2015 decided that this was an essential service
for the tournament.
For one elderly lady and her family, the service made an
enormous difference and she was positively joyful that the
service had been laid on. When telling me about her story,
she said that at a previous match, she had not realised
there was a shuttle service so by the time she had arrived
she was in so much pain she had to leave early. This time
she was aware of the shuttle service and had a wonderful,
pain-free match and got to stay until the end without the
worry of how she would get home.
Her story was similar to that of so many passengers, and
it was wonderful to be part of this service that made such
a difference to over 11,000 people at the Olympic Park
and Twickenham.
For me I feel truly lucky to be able to say that in some
small way, I made a difference.”
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A Great Project
Needs a Great
Manager
For the inimitable Diane Morgan who project
managed the entire accessible shuttle
service, the tournament was the culmination
of months of hard work and meticulous
planning. Diane had previously managed the
accessible transport service for both London
2012 and Invictus Games 2014 and so knew
exactly what was at stake with a complex
transport offering for such a big tournament.
Thankfully, due to Diane’s diligence, the
entire six weeks were a roaring success and
despite some very challenging conditions at
times (as is to be expected with big crowds!),
we were pleased to report there was not a
single health and safety incident involving
accessible shuttles.
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Diane Morgan leading the way
with Lubna Patel behind the wheel

“The Rugby World Cup was a big
challenge but ECT's professionalism
shone through every day. We got so
much positive feedback and I am
proud to have been the manager of
such a great project. Would we do it all
over again? You bet we would!”
Diane Morgan, Quality and Standards Manager for ECT
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Happy Customers!

“I just wanted to drop you a quick note, to say
thank you for the provision of the accessible
shuttle from Twickenham Station. I am usually
very worried about attending events because
of the difficulties I have in walking – I am
delighted to say that I had nothing to worry
about and I was transferred to and from the
stadium without issue.”
Barbara, Liverpool
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“The organisation was
completely professional, the
help and assistance was
excellent. I was greeted with
smiles and humour and the
transportation onto and off
your vehicles was efficient
and slick.”
Brenda, London

“Great shuttle today from
Twickenham Station, made
me feel very special.”
Bernie, Watford

“Huge thanks for providing
the accessible shuttle from
Kempton – great service and
really friendly driver!“
Blane, Essex
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“We received an unprecedented
amount of complimentary feedback,
which is testament to the exceptional
quality of service provided by ECT.
Accessible transport is a complicated
service to provide at major events; the
fact we saw more and more people
use it demonstrates how successful
and necessary it was for spectators.
I would have no hesitation in
recommending ECT for future large
scale operations.”
Brenda Green, shuttle bus
passenger, at Stratford station
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Tom Legg, Head of Transport England Rugby 2015

The Rugby World Cup
Fares Fund
In addition to a large amount of positive feedback,
a number of the passengers we transported over
the course of the tournament wished to show their
appreciation by making donations to support ECT’s
work in assisting with accessibility and promoting
social inclusion.
We received about £240 in charitable donations
from Rugby World Cup spectators, which also
includes tips that drivers passed on to us.
This money has been put towards a "fares fund"
which provides free, door-to-door trips to isolated
individuals, many of whom will not have left their
homes for some time. We use this fund to encourage
such individuals to go out, go shopping and/or
socialise in their local community.
We would like to extend our thanks to these
passengers for their generosity.
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About ECT Charity
ECT Charity is a leading transport charity in the UK which provides high quality, safe, friendly, accessible
and affordable transport in local communities.
We are a leading provider of local community transport in the UK providing essential transport solutions,
particularly for socially isolated people and those with mobility difficulties unable to access other
services. We also offer a group transport service for local non-profit organisations such as charities and
community groups.
Over the past three years we have been privileged to coordinate and deliver transport to a number of
major sporting events, including the London 2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games, the Invictus Games
2014 and now the 2015 Rugby World Cup.
ECT Charity is both a charity and a social enterprise, combining business thinking with social values to
deliver high quality transport services that positively benefit the local communities.
ECT Charity, Greenford Depot, Greenford Road, Greenford, Middlesex UB6 9AP
info@ectcharity.co.uk | www.ectcharity.co.uk
This publication was produced on behalf of ECT by Matter&Co
www.matterandco.com
Photo credits: Ian Dingle on behalf of Matter&Co
ECT Charity is the umbrella brand representing Ealing Community Transport, a company limited by guarantee,
company no. 07211806, registered with the Charity Commission, charity no. 1135354.
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www.ect charity.co.uk

